
Leopards Year 2/3 
Home Learning Guide  
Wednesday 24.2.21 

 
Happy Wednesday!  We hope you are enjoying the 
learning. We are enjoying seeing all of your work 

through the emails. Keep up the hard work.  
 

Todays learning consists of: 
Reading activity  
Spelling activity  
Maths activity  
English activity  

A live French lesson on TEAMS  
PE activity 



Reading  

Choose one 
of these 
activities to 
go alongside 
your daily 
reading of 
10/15minutes 



Spelling  

Please continue practising reading and spelling the Year 1/2 and Year 3/4 common words 
using some of the strategies below.  
 





Year 2 spelling 
activity  



Year 3 
spelling 
activity  



Maths Maths 

Warm up activity-  
Practise your mental addition and subtraction skills by using one of the links 
below or ask an adult or brother or sister to ask random addition and subtraction 
calculations for you to answer mentally.  
 
 
 

https://www.ictgames.com/mobilePage/balloon/index.html  

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/mental-
maths-train  
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Maths  

Y2: To name 3D shapes and identify their properties  
Y3: To count faces, vertices and edges of 3-D shapes.  

Today you are going to consolidate your understanding of 3D shapes and their 
properties.  
 
If you can find and time allows, find 3D shapes from around the house, then pop 
them into a bag. Feel them without looking and  then describe the properties for 
somebody to guess the 3D shape based on the properties that you have shared.  
 
Alternatively you could write clues for the shapes on the following page.  

Some of the 

faces are 

triangles. What 

shape  

must I be? 

The faces are all flat! 

What can I be? What 

shape am I definitely 

not? 





Count faces, vertices and edges of 3-D shapes 

This is an 
Egyptian 

pyramid... 

… and here is a 
smaller version 
of the shape. 





Now complete the table below:  





English  

In order to write an explanation text, we need to write about a 
process. Something that takes steps to make something. 



In today’s lesson, you are going to watch a video of a shirt 
machine: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rliGlp4ddXs  
 

You will note down the key steps which happen to lead up to the 
making of a shirt. 

 
For the activity: map out the process of the shirt machine using a 

storyboard by drawing pictures and writing what happens. 
 A template is available on the following slide. 
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French   

This week French lesson will be taught through TEAMS by our 
specialist French teacher- Mr Melhuish.  This will be in the 

afternoon and a invitation will be sent out via email. 



Spelling Activity PE  

Normally on a Wednesday afternoon Leopard class would have a sports coach session.   
Today we would like you to complete a PE activity.  
 
This could be a walk with the family, a play in the garden or why not try one of the links 
below. Have fun! 
 
Joe Wicks videos:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5mREgx5Euw  
 
Just Dance videos:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jf_dEcgeJWo  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=52pdktAMDe4  
 
Children's HIIT videos:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc1Ag9m7XQo  
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